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Executive Summary

The Institute for Environmental Sustainability
(IES) has existed at Mount Royal University
since the beginning of 2013. Now in our eighth
year we are proud to share with you our many
accomplishments of 2019/20. The mandate
of the Institute is to support research and
scholarship, student learning and engagement
in the area of environmental sustainability.
Global emphasis on sustainability has only
amplified over the Institute’s life and our
contributions to the field have similarly grown.
Mount Royal University achieved a high silver
rating in the Sustainability Tracking Assessment
& Rating System (STARS). This marks Mount
Royal’s first ranking in this global sustainability
standard for colleges and universities. IES
champions worked extensively with Facilities
Management to self-report our sustainability
performance. The high first time rating reflects
Mount Royal’s commitment to sustainability in
campus facilities, research and scholarship,
student experience and external engagement.
It is worth noting we were close to gold and
expect to achieve that level if resources can be
dedicated to submitting a renewal in the future.
IES’ role in supporting research and scholarship
was key in achieving above average results
in this category. In fact, our performance
rivalled that of larger more research focused
universities.
The impact of IES activities this past year was
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significant and is highlighted on pages 1213. Through legacy funding we were able to
financially support almost $150,000 in active
research projects. As you will note in the final
pages of the report, this has translated into
numerous book chapters, journal publications,
reports, and conference presentations. The
research project profiles on pages 20 to 34
highlight the diversity of projects and disciplines
supported through IES. All profiled faculty in
both the research projects and events sections
are driven and passionate about environmental
sustainability. It is our privilege to enable their
work and to act in service of their initiatives.
Mount Royal University is a student focused
institution and IES contributes to that aim.
We foster student learning in environmental
sustainability through engagement activities
and curriculum support. Most importantly,
we provide our Mount Royal undergraduate
students with research assistant (RA) positions.
In 2019/20, IES financially funded the work of
almost 40 RAs. Students learned research
approaches, developed understanding of
key environmental sustainability issues,
disseminated their work, and, in some
cases, traveled for conferences or data
gathering. Please see the testimonies of
students on pages 40 to 47. You will agree
that undergraduate research positions are
tremendously important and valuable to our
students.

IES was responsible, either solely or in
collaboration, for 22 engagement events with
more than 3000 participants! Collaborations
are key to addressing today’s grand challenges.
Through oil and gas industry funding, we
examine environment and energy tensions in
Canada. Our most significant collaboration is
currently with the Canadian Parks Council and
Parks Canada. The Canadian Parks Collective
for Innovation and Leadership (CPCIL) enables
our work with federal, provincial and territorial
governments on sustainability issues and
the development of leadership capabilities.
CPCIL has generated important relationships
with Indigenous partners and Park leaders
from across Canada. The important impact
of CPCIL is expected to be heightened and
program offerings have moved online to
tremendous success.
IES is an important part of Mount Royal
University. This next year poses challenges
for all of us and while our focus and
approaches may shift, we remain committed
to environmental sustainability, to Mount
Royal faculty and students and to our external
communities.
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demonstrate a dedication to both teamwork and
to improving the status quo. I am so proud of
the many people and initiatives supported by
the Institute for Environmental Sustainability.

Director’s Letter

The exercise of looking back on the past year
has been particularly poignant in the summer
of 2020. The in-class teaching, large events,
conference travel and face to face meetings
from September 2019 to March 2020 is
recalled with some dismay and longing. Our
world has shifted in response to COVID-19 –
for worse and also for better in some ways.
The retraction from our former extroverted
lives allows for reflection and
reconsideration. Those of
us who dedicate our time to
considering sustainability in
the various contexts recognize
need for and proliferation of
resilience, adaptation and
adjustment.
Despite the enormous
challenges and trials of this
pandemic, there are some
bright spots. A greater
appreciation for nature,
community and economic
stability seem to have emerged.
These environmental,
social, and economic
facets of sustainability, their
interconnection, and their
importance are heightened.
This is valuable as we face the
new challenge of COVID-19
while the grand challenge
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of climate change persists. Our work at the
Institute for Environmental Sustainability only
intensifies with this backdrop.
As you will note in this Annual Report, we have
had another productive year in the Institute. The
important work accomplished through IES is
possible only through collaboration.
All those connected to the Institute consistently

I’d like to recognize ALL who have been
involved with IES over the past year and want
to to single out a few key contributors. In the
fall of 2019, we were deeply saddened to see
Courtney Stange leave. Courtney was a critical
member of our team but successfully moved
on to a position at the University of Regina.
We were fortunate to welcome Jorden Dye
to the team. Both Jorden and Courtney are
MRU alumni and demonstrate through their
hard work and performance the benefits of an
MRU education. Welcome Jorden. You will
note in our faculty profile section that long time
IES Assistant Director Dr. Barbara McNicol
is beginning a much-deserved transition to
the joys of retirement. We will miss Barb and
thank her for her dedication to environmental
sustainability. Dr. Don Carruthers Den Hoed
is nearing the completion of his post doctoral
fellowship with IES and has plans to carry
on his Parks work at the University of British

Columbia. Congratulations, Don! Don will
remain connected to IES on various projects
and we look forward to continued success in
our collaborations. A final thanks to Dr. Dorothy
Hill for her commitment to the role of Assistant
Director this past year.
In conclusion, I would like to give my warmest
regards to all students, faculty, staff and
administration at Mount Royal University.
Please know all of us at the Institute for
Environmental Sustainability are here to provide
support where we can. This year we embark
on establishing an exciting Pan-Canadian
Research Network for Parks and Protected
Areas! The value of nature and outdoor space
has never been clearer, and we look forward
to contributing to understanding Parks and
Protected Areas and the important sustainability
role they play. If you are a student or faculty
member interested in bringing your unique lens
to this topic area, please contact me.

Dr. Connie Van der Byl

Director of the Institute for Environmental Sustainability
cvanderbyl@mtroyla.ca
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About the Institute
Three Pillars
The Institute for Environmental Sustainability was founded in 2013 to support research dedicated
to improving environmental health and sustainability. Our research is founded on three pillars:
Student Learning, Research and Scholarship, and Community Engagement. Together these pillars
guide our activities, research, and engagement. Throughout the annual report, we have connected
our activities with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). The SDGs provide
a framework to highlight the diverse impact of our work and the ways in which IES is driving the
progress on sustainable development at Mount Royal University.

Research and Scholarship
At IES we promote and support research and scholarship across all disciplines at MRU. To date,
IES has supported over 60 faculty research projects covering all areas including theory, practice
and policy. IES engages faculty across the university in sustainability with faculty from 19 of 30
departments conducting research through IES.
This year IES’s excellence in research was recognized through the Sustainability Tracking and
Reporting System review which awarded MRU a score of 95% for research activities. This score
was driven by the multi-disciplinary research conducted through IES.
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OUR MISSION
“ Improving Environmental Health and
Sustainability through Scholarship “
Student Learning
Mount Royal University is an undergraduate university with the vision to provide “An exceptional
undergraduate education experience”. IES directly contributes to the outstanding educational
opportunities by providing research assistant positions and support for the dissemination of
student research. Research Assistants provide direct support to faculty projects and provide the
opportunity for students to engage with research early in their undergraduate experience. IES
research projects provide students with the opportunity to gain practical experience in their field
and directly apply classroom concepts.

Community Engagement
The Institute collaborates with a range of organizations within and outside of Mount Royal
University to provide a range of opportunities to engage in the conversations surrounding
sustainability. Through our annual speaker series faculty and students have the opportunity
to learn from experts in sustainability. A highlight of the 2019/2020 year was a Knowledge
Mobilization workshop designed to help MRU faculty reach a wider audience with their research
and increase the effectiveness of scientific communication at MRU. Through collaborations,
IES organizes large events designed to immerse participants in a sustainability topic. The 2020
World Wetland Days is a prime example of the opportunities provided by IES. In collaboration
with COSIA and the Alberta Society for Biologists, IES hosted the 2020 World Wetland Days
conference bringing in leaders from academia, business, and non-profits to directly engage
students.

Institute for Environmental Sustainability
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I really appreciate the IES contribution
to this research. It would not have occurred without it and when explaining
my ‘sources of funding’ for the research
to the Banff community it was very well
received that IES was supporting this
project.

IES Impact: 2019-2020

Dr. Joe Pavelka

Research and Scholarship

Student Learning

Community Engagement

17

$142,751
Current Project
Funding by IES

Research Assistants

Collaborative Events

19

$30, 016

~5,000

79

Funded Projects

39

22

Faculty Researchers

New Project Funding
Granted by IES

Student Hours
Funded

External Guest
Speakers

3

$205, 000

$96, 936

~3,130

Externally Funded
Research Projects
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External Funding Recieved

Research and Student
Funding

Event Participants
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Faculty Feature
The Institute for Environmental Sustainability has had the tremendous good fortune of having
had Dr. Barbara (Barb) McNicol act as an Assistant Director since 2014. As Dr. McNicol has
just retired, we asked her to share a bit about her illustrious career. Her factual presentation
of her many accomplishments reflects both her enviable successes and her humility. We will
miss Barb not only for her important contributions to the Institute but also for her calmness,
kindness, humour, and mentorship. So, read on for a better appreciation of this amazing
academic.

Dr. Barbara McNicol
After graduating from Simon Fraser University
in Vancouver I was employed by National Parks
Canada as a Biologist, then known as a Park
Naturalist. One requirement of the position, at
that time, was knowing all the Latin names of
BC plant species (which I did). I worked for both
Canadian National Parks and BC Provincial and
Heritage Parks for ten years. I then returned to
the University of Victoria to complete a Masters
in Geography and then to the University of
Calgary to receive a PhD in 1996.
I was hired at Mount Royal (College) in the year
2000. At that time, I was already an established
post-secondary instructor having taught at two
other universities: as an Assistant Professor
at Mount Allison University in Sackville,
New Brunswick (1997-98) and as a full-time
Instructor at the University of Calgary (19982000). At Mount Royal University I worked as
Geography Program Coordinator for some
years and in the Academic Development Center
as a member of the Curriculum Development
Team for three years. In 2006 I became the
Chair of the Department of Earth Sciences at
Mount Royal University.
At the end of a six-year term I became
an Assistant Director in the Institute for
Environmental Sustainability (IES) where
I facilitated the Parks and Protected Areas
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Research Group.
In 2015 I was promoted to Full Professor at
MRU. During this time, from 2000, I remained
affiliated as an Adjunct Professor of Geography
at the University of Calgary, Faculty of Arts,
where I have supported graduate student
theses and taught in the International Relations
Degree Program, the Tourism and Society
Degree Program, and the Geography Degree
Program.
Within the last decades, I have seen Mount
Royal transition from a college to a university.
As this transition occurred, I found myself an
active member of key institutional committees
responsible for policy and growth changes to
achieve university transition. These committees

included, for example, the University
Leadership Group, the University Transition
Committee, and the University Implementation
Committee.
From a disciplinary perspective, I am a
social environmental (socio-environmental)
geographer working at the interface of
environment and sustainable decision-making. I
have placed a strong emphasis on experiential
learning and have implemented several field
geography courses (such as a cross-boundary
parks and protected areas field course through
BC, Alberta, and Montana) and provided field
trips throughout the Bow Valley when needed.
These trips targeted the natural resource and
economic development activities within the
Bow Corridor and were presented to interesting
groups such as students from Germany,
the Chinese government, and students of a
Wildlands Field School.
A current teaching and scholarship
capacity of mine is to bridge the social and
natural sciences of the sub-disciplines of
tourism, environment, and natural resource
management. Specifically, I conduct behavioral
research at the protected areas, sustainable
tourism, and land use nexus. I am an active
member of the Association of International
Scientific Experts in Tourism (AIEST) and
the Canadian and American Association of
Geographers. I have presented conference
papers and published predominantly on
geographical subjects about human mobility
and amenity migration, sustainable tourism and
conservation, and landscape and environmental
issues as they are interpreted from within a
human geographical and decision-making
framework.
From an applied and pragmatic perspective,
I have worked with community and local
government, such as the Town of Canmore,
Economic Planning and Development Office,
in Alberta. The Town funded research about
second home growth and development to
better understand amenity migration to their

community. This research contributed to
recommendations about planning and policy
development for Canmore. I have also worked
with Parks Canada Agency in the national parks
of Pacific Rim, Banff, and Jasper to collaborate
and produce a variety of projects of relevance
to their human use management and social
science research needs. In the early years
of the 1980s I did one of my first research
studies on the West Coast Trail of Pacific
Rim National Park to understand recreational
uses on the natural environment. Since then I
have conducted research in Banff and Jasper
national parks, targeting ecosystem services
and environmental supply in high-use national
parks. This has allowed me to collaborate with
colleagues in both Australia and South Africa.
My current and final research project is an
interuniversity and interdisciplinary study that
seeks to understand the agricultural landscapes
of wine tourism, amenity mobility, and
environmental consequences in the Okanagan
Valley of BC.
As a Canadian geographer, I served for three
years on the Board of the Western Division
of the Canadian Association of Geographers
(WDGAG). I worked on the Editorial Advisory
Board of ABC Clio located out of Santa
Barbara, California where I edited essays for
their ‘World Geography Issues’ and ‘Endearing
Questions’ online postings. I am on the
Editorial Review Board of the established
international journal Tourism Review and a
member on the Scientific Board of the Brazilian
Annals of Tourism Research. I am currently
awaiting the publication of my book Sustainable
Planet, Compelling Issues and Solutions for
Our Environment’s Future which is targeted at a
senior high and first year college audiences.
During the next stage of my life you will find
me working on my eco-cabin on Gabriola
Island in the Gulf Islands of British Columbia,
traveling, drinking wine and enjoying good food,
and enjoying my two beautiful grand kids (so
far, one in Cochrane, Alberta and one in New
Castle, Australia).

Institute for Environmental Sustainability
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IES In The News
Mount Royal STARS Rating
In 2019 IES in partnership with Facilities
Management conducted an externally verified
sustainability audit using the Association for
the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher
Education [AASHE] Sustainability Tracking
Assessment & Rating System [STARS]. Mount
Royal Received a high silver rating, placing the
University in the top quartile of all Canadian
Baccalaureate Institutions. The STARS
process is a widespread sustainability reporting
system recognized as the highest standard
for measuring higher education sustainability
performance.
IES championed the review throughout the
process by providing dedicated staff and
resources to compile and report Mount Royal’s
sustainability performance. IES was further
recognized for our dedication to sustainability in
multiple categories including research, campus
engagement, and public engagement.
Research and scholarship in sustainability at
Mount Royal ranked highly and among the
top universities. The STARS audit highlighted
the Institute’s commitment to cross and
multidisciplinary research and scholarship with
most of the 30 departments supported by IES.
The Institute’s commitment to cross-department
research was highlighted with 63% of research
producing departments engaged in IES funded
projects. Further, IES supported faculty were
highlighted in the report for innovative teaching
practices combing campus research and inclass learning to help create a “living laboratory”
on campus.
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Through the commitment to supporting
scholarship and sustainability research IES
was recognized as a core component of Mount
Royal’s sustainability efforts.

Read the Full Story
“We are in the top quartiles compared with Canadian graduate and undergraduate
universities for curriculum, research, campus engagement, public engagement, purchasing
and coordination of planning,” says Jessica Russell, a project analyst in Facilities
Management and the overall lead for the application.
Connie Van der Byl, academic director of the Institute for Environmental Sustainability
(IES), says the rating brings Mount Royal into the community of universities and postsecondaries in North America formally recognized for their leadership in this area. IES
supports sustainability research and scholarship, student learning and engagement across
campus, acting as a hub and connector within the University and with external groups.
“At another university that type of research may be restricted to environmental science
courses, but at Mount Royal we have research in sustainability happening in the Faculty of
Arts quite significantly, as well as business and communication studies, nursing, and health
and physical education, in addition to Science and Technology

Mount Royal scored in the top-quartile for
campus engagement driven by the annual
sustainability fair and IES speaker series
events. IES has been a proud supporter of
the spring and fall sustainability fair run by
Sustainable MRU. These annual events provide
opportunities for students to engage in campus
sustainability through workshops, presentations,
and an annual survey of sustainability literacy
on campus. IES continuously works to engage
members of the Mount Royal community
on sustainability issues through our annual
speaker series. The speaker series provides
faculty and students with the opportunity to
directly engage with sustainability experts from
academia and business.

Engaging with external organizations and the
public is critical to advancing sustainability, and
IES was proud to contribute to the top-quartile
ranking Mount Royal received in this category.
IES supported faculty were recognized for their
work engaging various levels of government in
the development of sustainable public policy.
The Institute drives public engagement through
our collaborative events and participation
in industry events. The yearly programming
developed by IES to engage the campus and
external audiences focuses on connecting
students with industry and academic experts.
The STARS reporting process highlighted
the contribution that IES makes to Mount
Royal’s academic and sustainability success.
Across multiple dimensions, IES is critical to
the sustainability performance of Mount Royal
University. We look forward to continuing the
reporting process and strengthening Mount
Royal’s research capabilities and enhancing the
undergraduate experience.

The previous Program Administrator for IES,
Courtney Stange, worked with Facilities
Management Analyst Jessica Russel (both
pictured above), and current IES Administrator
Jorden Dye to compile and submit the STARS
report. We would like to extend our appreciation
to the entire team behind this effort.

Institute for Environmental Sustainability
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Energy and Environment

Featured Research
				and Scholarship
Robert Boschman
Bill Bunn

shore of Lake Athabasca are often focused
on as examples of environmental dereliction,
the abandoned townsite of Uranium City
itself speaks to the need for environmental
assessment and reclamation.
Boschman and Bunn have published their
work on Uranium City in Humanities and
Boschman’s photo essay appears in Bruno
Latour’s recent Critical Zones catalogue
published by MIT Press.

Leveraging IES Funding
IES funded research has led to expanded funding through external sources such as the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) and the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council (SSHRC).
Over the last year IES funded projects have helped several faculty secure addtional funding.
Dr. Felix Nwaishi recieved a NSERC Discovery Grant to examine the response of peatland
ecosystem functions to restoration techniques. In addition, Dr. Robert Boschman received
a SSHRC
Insight
Developments
2019
Annual
Report Grant to visit four non-Canadian legacy uranium extraction
communities building upon the work begun in Uranium City.
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Green Gaps in ESG Disclosure
With funding from Imperial Oil, we undertook an
Climate
analysis of oil and gas sustainability reporting
and financial institution requirements for
disclosure. The paper is currently under review
Transition Risk
for journal submission.

Uranium City

Uranium City currently has a population of 50,
from 4,000 during the height of uranium mining
by Eldorado Corporation. Boschman and Bunn
launched their research project with the first
of two field assessments in May 2017. While
the abandoned mines located on the north

With $100,000 in oil and gas industry funding, Principal Investigator Dr. Connie Van der Byl hired
five undergraduate research assistants. Dr. Van der Byl and her team are conducting work at the
nexus of energy and environment.

Increasing consideration is given to climate
risk by financial institutions. Climate risk is
currently broken into two subcategories. The
first is the physical risk which considers the
impacts of climate change on physical assets
and workers. The second category transition risk
houses the broader risks associated with a lowcarbon economy. Despite financial institutions
increasing focus on all categories, oil and gas
firms have primarily focused on regulatory risk.

Risk
Physical Risk

Business Model Risk
Regulatory Risk
Reputation Risk

Oil Sands Industry Perspectives
Perspectives on the oil industry in Canada are
polarized. Building on previous Imperial funded
work we explore the nature of these distinct and
divergent views on oil resource development
using organizational stigma theory to guide
our analysis. Using a media content analysis
approach, we analyze the narrative on oil sands
from 2000 to 2020 in top national and regional
newspapers from Quebec, Ontario, Alberta and
British Columbia. We define key themes and
how they shift over time. We further extend
this work to include a knowledge synthesis
on the state of research, data, key findings

and positions on energy and environment in
Canada. The project will include Mount Royal
University undergraduate research assistants.
A portion of the Imperial funding is awarded
more generally to Mount Royal University’s
Institute for Environmental Sustainability to
support research and scholarship, learning and
engagement in environmental sustainability.
Financial support to the Institute for these
activities translates to important value to faculty,
students and the broader academic and general
public communities.

Institute for Environmental Sustainability
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Project Categories

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
In 2015 the member states of the United Nations adopted a set of 17 goals focused on achieving
sustainable global development. Following five years of growing interest and implementation, the
United Nations has called for a decade of action to achieve all targets by 2030.
This year IES mapped all funded projects to the associated Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) to better understand how research and scholarship at the Institute is contributing to a
sustainable world. Currently, IES funded researchers are helping to advance 15 of the 17 SDGs.

Research and Scholarship

Research and Scholarship take many forms and IES is proud to support projects in the
community, in the wild, and in the lab. This year we are excited to present 16 original projects
funded through IES. Since our inception, IES has funded important work in sustainability across
Mount Royal University. The interdisciplinary nature of sustainability has produced a wide range
of projects from permaculture to wetland biofiltration. The research and scholarship conducted
through IES supports governments, organizations, and academia as we move forward together to
produce a more sustainable world.

We would like to thank our Faculuty for the amazing photos submitted for this report. The photos
highlight the exciting work conducted at IES.
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New Research Projects

Climate First: Lessons from Three Generations of
Action

Evaluating Radiocesium Mobility in Forest Soils
Affected by the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power
Plant (FDNPP) Accident
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Mathew Swallow
The Tohoku earthquake and tsunami of 2011
resulted in the nuclear accident at the Fukushima
Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant (FDNPP). The
accident released radioactive fallout across a
large area making many areas unsafe for human
habitation. Radiocesium is a concerns as it can is
it mimics the nutrient potassium. Once in the body,
radiocesium can increase the risk of many cancers.
Since the accident, the Japanese government has
stockpiled radiocesium contaminated debris and
soil from urban and residential areas for eventual
decontamination. However, it is impractical to
stockpile the soil from contaminated forested
areas. Radiocesium in contaminated forests is held
mostly in soil but the extent of transfer from soil
to forest vegetation is not well known. The rate of

radiocesium transfer from soil to organisms living
in contaminated forests through the soil food web
is not known. Radiocesium is hazardous for at
least 300 years requiring long-term management
strategies for contaminated forests. Therefore,
management must be informed by the mobility
of radiocesium within contaminated forest
environments.
This work will be with Japanese research partners
at Hirosaki University. We will conduct three
experiments to understand 1) the mobility of
radiocesium in soil, 2) the transfer of radiocesium
into the soil food web and 3) the ability of a new
remediation technique to remove radiocesium from
soil.

Environmental Sustainability and the Common
Good in Late Medieval Paris
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Emily Hutchinson
Drawing from the growing scholarship in the field
of medieval environmental history, the proposed
project examines the complicated ways in which
late medieval Parisians engaged with the problem
of pollution. Environmental sustainability was
connected to the notion of the Common Good,
and therefore framed as both a civic and moral
obligation.

Principal Investigator:
Dr. Roberta Lexier
This research project examines the contributions
of the Lewis family, significant players in socialist
politics for more than 80 years, to contemporary
climate change debates and identifies the lessons to
be learned from their approaches and perspectives.
Stephen Lewis, for example, co-organized the
first-ever climate change conference in 1988;
30 years later, his son and daughter-in-law, Avi
Lewis and Naomi Klein, spearheaded campaigns
to implement the Green New Deal and transform
Canada’s economy. Stephen’s father, David Lewis,
helped organize the Cooperative Commonwealth

Federation (CCF) and later led the New Democratic
Party (NDP) from 1971-1975.
This project, will examine how one family, over the
course of generations, helped shape a broader
understanding of the causes of the climate
emergency and offered, in sometimes unexpected
ways, solutions to this crisis. The project
demonstrates how socialist critiques of the economy
and socialist solutions, including a planned
economy and a properly progressive tax system,
can contribute to environmental sustainability and
address the climate crisis.

The Ethics, Practice, Activism, and Resilience
Potential of Permaculture
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Timothy J. Haney
Hundreds of thousands of people worldwide
practice aspects of an ecological design strategy
called Permaculture, which aims to grow food
locally, ethically, and sustainably, while increasing
community resilience.

practicing permaculture in two communities
in Western Canada (Nelson, BC and Calgary,
AB). It also looks at risk mitigation practices and
approaches of permaculturists.

This is a project looking at the social, ethical,
and environmental approaches taken by people
overtly challenged. It is the purpose of this project
to interrogate medieval Parisians’ responses to the
notion that it was their civic and moral obligation
to keep the city unpolluted, which included both
resistance and cooperation.

However, these ideas and the material necessity
to keep the urban landscape, the Seine River, and
fresh water sources clean, were often ignored or

22
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Ongoing Research Projects
An Empirical Investigation of Remittances and
Energy Consumption in Bangladesh

Environmental Drivers of Migration: Learning from the
Voices of South Sudanese Newcomers in Alberta

Principal Investigator:
Dr. Anupam Das

Principal Investigator:
Dr. Leah Hamilton

The aim of this project is to examine the dynamics
between remittances and energy consumption in
Bangladesh. Specifically, this project aims to answer
following three important questions:
1) Is there a relationship between remittances and
energy consumption in Bangladesh?
2) If there is a relationship is it short-term or longterm?
3) Does the energy consumption sustain itself even
when remittances show a falling trend?

Two articles were produced from this project.
The first article entitled, “Remittances and
disaggregated energy consumption in Bangladesh”
was accepted for publication in the International
Review of Economics.
The second article entitled “An Empirical
Exploration of Remittances and Renewable
Energy Consumption in Bangladesh” is now under
review for publication in the Asia-Pacific Journal of
Regional Sciences (Springer publisher).

Past Climatic Variability in the Alberta
Rocky Mountains
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Andria Dawson
Climate proxies- biological organisms that grow in
response to climate- are typically used to infer past
climate over the past several centuries. In particular,
trees in extra-tropical mountain ecosystems
are particularly sensitive to climatic variability.
This project uses tree-rings from climate-limited
Rocky Mountain trees to develop a temperature
reconstruction for the last few centuries. This will
allow for the quantification of natural variability,
as well as the magnitude and rates of change
of temperature over this time. Additionally the
characteristics of this reconstruction will be
compared to the existing Northern Hemisphere
spatio-temporal temperature reconstructions from
the Northern Hemisphere Tree-Ring Network
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Development consortium, and subsequently
contributed to N-TREND to improve these Northern
Hemisphere reconstructions.
This project has implications for the sustainability
of Alberta’s mountain ecosystems. Recent
climate changes have resulted in changes in the
distribution, phenology, and demography of Alberta
plants and animals; they have also, at least in part,
contributed to increased fire frequency and severity.
In order to manage and mitigate the impacts of
climate change on Alberta’s ecosystems, it is
necessary to put future predictions in the context
of past climatic variability, especially in sensitive
regions like the Rocky Mountains.

Co-Investigator:
Dr. Scott Murray
The purpose of the current project was to interview
migrants from South Sudan currently living in
Calgary, Red Deer, and Brooks to understand how
their experiences (particularly as they pertain to the
environmental drivers of migration) can be used
to improve policies for the resettlement of future
environmental migrants and refugees more broadly.
We interviewed 31 South Sudanese newcomers
with lived refugee experience. These individuals
participated in a one-hour, audio-recorded, semistructured interview conducted by the investigators
and a cultural broker/liaison from the South
Sudanese community. The interviews were
structured to solicit narratives about life in South
Sudan before the start of the conflict, life in South
Sudan during the conflict, experiences during early
resettlement, and experiences during the later
stages of resettlement in Canada.
Results will be used to generate resettlement
policy and practice suggestions to improve the
resettlement of environmentally displaced migrants
from conflict regions. As community-engaged
scholars, creating relationships with communities
is an incredibly important part of what we do. We
have been able to create and maintain a close
relationship with the South Sudanese community
since starting this project. While this is not a
traditional academic “outcome”, it is significant
nonetheless.
Speakers and attendees at our Pathways to
Prosperity workshop included academics,
settlement workers, policymakers, and people with
lived refugee experience. When these different
actors in resettlement come together to present new

research findings and discuss emerging issues in
resettlement, we build an evidence base that
supports refugee resettlement. Importantly, the
Director General and Head of Research and
Evaluation, Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship
Canada (IRCC) came to this workshop and actively
participated.
At our local Calgary event with the South Sudanese
community in February 2020, 25 people attended,
including many members (and elders) from the
South Sudanese community, and key stakeholders
from the Calgary Board of Education, the Calgary
Police Service, the settlement sector, and the
non-profit sector more broadly. Feedback from the
community indicated they learned a lot and the
event brought them closer together.
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Building Matters: A Case Study in Partnerships for
Environmental Sustainability.
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Kenna L. Olsen;

manufacturing and building sustainable solutions
for interior constructions: the Material Medieval
Memory Project (MMMP) and DIRTT (Doing it Right
This Time) Environmental Solutions, Ltd.

This collaborative project between an industrybased company and an environmental historical
literature project identifies new practices for
conceiving and constructing sustainable human
spaces.
This investigation of societal responses to
environmental challenges, Building Matters,
integrates humanities-based research with material
knowledge for conceiving and constructing
sustainable human spaces. This project contributes
to the theory and practice of environmental
sustainability by combining the research efforts,
practices, and methodologies of the environmental
humanities and a community-based leader in

Looking to medieval material and literary human
responses to the environment, its changes and
challenges, we look to the past to articulate future
means of building spaces that perpetuate societal
security and environmental vitality. The MMMP was
the foundation for MRU’s first class to be dedicated
to the Immersion Studio.

Alberta Undergraduate Attitudes on Climate
Change and the Carbon Tax, 2018 to 2020
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Peter Ryan

This project documents and measures changes
in Albertan undergraduate students’ attitudes
and perceptions of topics concerning the
Canadian Energy Industry, Sustainability, and
Environmentalism. In particular, the survey
compares students’ attitudinal changes before
and after instruction in the third-year Mount Royal
University course “COMM 3890: The Canadian
Energy Industry and Sustainability Public Relations”
as compared to other selected undergraduate
courses that will be used as control groups in the
study.
The project seeks to examine why educational
materials and instructional opportunities change
Albertan undergraduate students’ attitudes and
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perceptions over time. The study has been
conducted over three years to capture responses
before and after the Federal and Alberta provincial
elections in 2019. Dr. Ryan presented the research
behind the drafted pilot survey at the Canadian
Communication Association national conference in
2019.
*Ryan, Peter Malachy. “Canadian Undergraduate
Student Attitudes about the Canadian Energy
Industry, Sustainability, and Environmentalism.”
Canadian Communication Association (CCA)
Annual Conference. Vancouver, British Columbia:
University of British Columbia, 2019.
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Completed Research Projects
A Study on the Awareness and Adoption of Circular
Economy Practices in Calgary’s Furniture and Allied
Products’ Manufacturing Industry
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Israel Dunmade
This research was aimed at finding the extent of
awareness and use of circular economy practices
in Calgary’s furniture and allied industry. Circular
Economy (CE) is an innovative approach aimed
at optimizing the use of (material, energy, water)
resources for as long as is feasible by reducing the
amount of resources used, reusing the resources for
the same or different things wherever and whenever
possible, and by recycling the stuff.
The study is important because the use of the
CE practices promotes resources conservation,
waste reduction and an overall improvement in
the sustainability of our economic activities. The
research methodology used involved online survey

of corporate officials regarding their understanding
of what circular economy is, when they were
aware of it, the kind of CE practices that they have
adopted, how they are using CE practices, and
others related questions.
A majority (57%) of the survey participants were not
aware of CE prior to their participation in this study.
However, many of them were already involved
in some CE practices: 90% of them were doing
material recycling while 86% of them were involved
in product redesign, and in material use reduction.

Mobility, Sustainable Environments and
Wine Landscapes
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Barbara McNicol
Wine tourism is a growing industry that can be a
boon to regional rural economies. At the same time,
rapid growth and development can be a negative for
transitioning agricultural landscapes such as those
of the Okanagan Region in British Columbia. The
Okanagan landscape and conflicting demands for
it, have inspired a wide range of scholarly inquiry
that has espoused its aesthetic and questioned
its sustainability for decades. This research has
investigated the relationship between the attraction
of wine tourism, second home mobility and the
commodification of Okanagan landscapes by
amenity migration processes.
This field of research into rural change in developed
regions investigates what is commonly termed as
‘rural restructuring’ of economy, society, and space.
This is based upon studies that show that with the
rise of tourism, which includes a variety of forms

of amenity driven mobility such as second home
tourism, there is an implicated amount of social and
economic change for many agricultural regions.
Increasingly, rural resiliency is about the relationship
of regional resources that are both natural
environmental (such as freshwater use) and sociocultural symbolic (such as wine culture and quality
of life).

IES In The News
Watch the
In October 2019 Dr. Jonathan Mee was interviewed by Global News
Full Story
after Parks Canada partially drained Johnson Lake. He spoke about the
impact of whirling disease on Rainbow Trout and Cutthroat Trout populations. Whirling disease poses a serious risk to the trout population
within Alberta. Juvenile trout infected with whirling disease face a 90% mortality rate.
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The Role of Ecological Factors in the Maintenance
of Diversity Within Brook Stickleback
(Culaea Inconstans) Populations

Towards Enhancing the Sustainability of Wetland
Biofiltration Functions in Constructed Wetlands
Designed for Stormwater Management

Principal Investigator:
Dr. Jonathan Mee

Principal Investigator:
Dr. Felix Nwaishi
wetlands. This is alarming, given that wetlands
are known for their capacity to provide habitat for
wildlife, recharge groundwater and mitigate the
release of pollutants into marine environments. To
ensure a “No Net Loss” of Calgary wetlands, the
city of Calgary developed a Wetland Conservation
Plan, which promotes the conservation of natural
wetlands, and the integration of constructed
wetlands into future urban development plans.
One of the major goals of constructing wetlands is
to use them like natural wetlands for stormwater
treatment.

The remarkable diversity of species on earth
is likely familiar to anyone with an interest in
biological diversity. Less well-appreciated is the
remarkable diversity within each species. Every
individual in a population is different, and these
differences are not arbitrary – individual differences
belie important variation in habits, abilities, and
fitness. My research is aimed at understanding the
ecological and genetic basis of these differences
within species, and, therefore, understanding how
adaptations evolve and persist. The persistence
of local adaptation is crucial to the sustainability of
populations and, consequently, to the sustainability
of species.
My IES grant helped to fund this research by
supporting the work of two students. Emily Franks
and Bryce Carson have evaluated differences
in habitat use by brook stickleback. Some brook
stickleback have pelvic spines whereas others do
not. The students analyzed isotopes or carbon and
nitrogen (C13 and N15) in the bodies of these fish.
These isotopes occur in different proportions in
different lake habitats, and an individual’s isotopic
signature tells the story of the habitat in which
the fish has been feeding. Our work is aimed at
evaluating the hypothesis that spined fish, which
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use their spines as protection from predators, forage
in open-water where predators are more abundant,
whereas unspined fish forage in near-shore habitat
with abundant cover (i.e. aquatic vegetation) and
fewer predators.
My students and I discovered that there are no
differences in stable isotope signature between
spined and unspined brook stickleback. Hence,
it is likely that the pelvic spine diversity among
individuals is maintained purely by balancing
selection resulting from a diversity of predators.
Previous research has shown that environmental
changes (e.g. species introductions) are associated
with drastic changes in the proportions of pelvic
spine types in brook stickleback populations, or
even the complete loss of one pelvic spine type.
There are currently no protections in place for the
diverse brook stickleback populations, although our
results suggest that the diversity is maintained by a
fairly precarious balance of selective forces which
can be disrupted by environmental disturbance.

Under pre-settlement condition, wetlands were
dominant landscape features in present day
Calgary. These Prairie wetlands accounted for a
significant proportion of the total wetlands area
in North America, which support vital ecological
functions of downstream aquatic ecosystems.
Over the years, the expansion of urban settlements
in Calgary has led to the loss of nearly 90 percent
of these wetlands, yet it is estimated that planned
developments within the city will affect 8000 more

Thus, to ensure the sustainability of the
biofiltration attributes of urban wetlands, a study
was conducted to characterize water quality in
urban wetlands and the attributes that enhance
their capacity to remove pollutants, especially
microplastics from stormwater runoff. This project
evaluated the relationship between wetland forms
and land-use attributes that are associated with
high biofiltration efficiency and stormwater reuse
potentials. The findings of this study would inform
the sustainable management of urban wetlands and
stormwater infrastructure in the City of Calgary.
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Impacts of Invasive Earthworms on Soil Mesofauna
and the Soil Food Webs of Canadian Forests
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Mathew Swallow
Earthworms are ecosystem engineers whose
activity significantly affects the physical and
chemical soil environment. In addition to
earthworms, soil mesofauna are also important
components of the soil ecosystem and form the
basis of the soil food web, which is responsible for
nutrient cycling in forest systems.

distribution of soil carbon with wet-stable soilaggregates. I have sorted and identified roughly
15,600 individual soil mesofauna to Order and have
characterized the soil microbial community for all
mineral and forest floor samples. Major findings
include the discovery of soil pauropods (related to
millipedes and centipedes).

In Western Canadian forests, earthworms are a
recent invasive species whose impact on forest
soil properties and soil mesofuana are poorly
understood. Over the summer of 2018, I established
a research site within the Calgary region to
studying how invasive earthworms impact soil
mesofuana and soil properties. The project involves
assessing the effects of earthworms by reciprocally
transferring soil from an earthworm free forest into a
forest stand that had been affected by earthworms
for at least 50 years.

My finding is the first record of this organism in
Alberta. I am working with a Dr. Lisa Lumley at the
Royal Alberta Museum to identify the paruopods
and conduct DNA barcoding (a first worldwide for
this organism). Early stage data analysis of the soil
mesofuana, soil microbial community and wet-stable
soil-aggregates suggests that earthworms are
fundamentally altering the soil ecology and physical
structure of these soils. The earthworm-induced
changes to the soil may have long-term implications
regarding the stability and function of these forests
in the long term.

I have completed the extraction of the soil
mesofuana community and an assessment of
the soil mesofuana. I have also determined the
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Crowding and Congestion in Banff
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Joe Pavelka
The research examined human crowding and
congestion in Banff based on the Recreation Coping
Model. Separate but related tools were used to
assess resident and visitor perceptions of crowding
and more specifically their coping mechanisms
to the stress of crowding. At this stage there are
two. The first is the great observed difference in
perceptions of crowding and stress by residents
over visitors.

Otherwise the data thus far appears to mimic
existing literature in the area. The second is the
heightened importance of this work in a COVID-19
context, that is, crowding and congestion have
increased importance in tourism as it struggles to
regain visitor and public confidence.

The Influence of Environmental Governance on
Corporate Decision Making: A Socially Situated
Agency Model
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Paul Varella
This research is related to an investigation that
seeks to understand how environmental stewards
(environmental NGOs) and corporate decision
makers influence each others organizational
actions, associated with the natural environment.
The investigation evolves from two premises; first, it
understands that environmental stewards are critical
stakeholders and a central part of the external
governance mechanisms of corporations (Rodrigue,
Magnan, &amp; Cho, 2013). Second, it concurs
with a growing body of literature that understands
corporate governance as a socially situated agency
of corporate leaders and the related stakeholders
(Westphal &amp; Zajac, 2013). The research
methodology includes a series of phenomenological
interviews (Lechner, 1991; Parmar et al., 2010)
with professionals working in the related areas at
both corporations and eNGOs, which provided
some model refinement for the research. The data
collection will take place with North American and
Dutch organizations.
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The most significant outcome of this project is the
creation of a database with the interview of 24
top sustainability executives in corporations and
environmental non-governmental organizations.
The participants were divided equally between
Canadian and Dutch executives. Such a database
allowed the researcher to produce a conference
presentation with an event at the Graduate School
of Management at St. Petersburg University, in
an event sponsored by the Academy of Business
in Society (ABIS - a global network of over 130
companies and academic institutions who invest
in a more sustainable future). In addition, the
paper is under review with the Journal of Business
Studies. During the creation of this database two
students benefited from a direct involvement with
the research, helping with literature review and
qualitative data analysis. One of the students was
from the B.Sc. Environmental Studies and another
one from B.A. Policy Studies at MRU.

Thank you for the support for this research. It has been incredibly valuable to
have the funding and to be able to hire a
student researcher for the summer. She
learned a great deal doing the research,
and I have a great deal to show for it!
Dr. Roberta Lexier
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Presenting to Canadian Parks Council Directors

Canadian Parks
Collective for Innovation
and Leadership
The Canadian Parks Collective for Innovation and Leadership (CPCIL) is a pan-Canadian
collaboration that develops and connects emerging leaders, innovative managers, and engaged
scholars in pursuit of the effective, inclusive, equitable, and sustainable stewardship of parks
and protected areas. Led by IES, and in collaboration with several other institutions with funding
provided by the Canadian Parks Council, CPCIL comprises programming and research that will
support the entire continuum of federal, provincial, and territorial parks and protected areas across
Canada, as well as Indigenous and community partners in conservation and sustainability.

The fall 2019 Park Leaders program focused on inclusion and equity in parks. Three of the four teams
developed capstone projects aimed at building a community of practice to share best practices,
resources, and connect champions of inclusion.
Capstone Team A, comprised of five leaders from Quebec, Alberta, Ontario, and British Columbia,
took on the challenge of creating a draft position statement for Canada’s park agencies to align
collective action. They presented this statement to the Canadian Parks Council directors and received
support and encouragement, as well as gratitude for helping the directors see inclusion in new and
powerful ways.

Parks Leaders Development Program
The core of CPCIL is an eight-month blended
development program aimed at supporting
effective and equitable leadership in parks and
protected areas. While most of the 20 spaces
are filled by member agencies of the Canadian
Parks Council, partners in conservation and
connection are encouraged to participate.
Fall 2019 Royal Roads Residency
In Fall 2019 Park Leaders explored inclusion and
equity in parks and protected areas in Victoria,
BC, hosted at Royal Roads University.
The Service Learning Field Experiences included
a workshop on inclusive outdoor experiences
with Power to Be Society to tackle the challenge
“How might Canadian parks and protected
agencies collaborate with community partners
to make Canada’s parks and protected areas
the most inclusive in the world?” Opportunities
identified by teams included the need to share
inclusive approaches (e.g. accessible information
and design) across park systems, the opportunity
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for CPCIL to create a pan-Canadian community
of practice, and the potential to celebrate and
share the transformative power of experiencing
inclusion in nature.
A field day to Fort Rodd Hill & Fisgard
Lighthouse National Historic Sites, Sooke
Potholes Provincial and Regional Parks, and
the T’Souke First Nation to learn about their
work to establish an Indigenous Protected and
Conserved Area. Explored the service-learning
question of “How might park agencies in any
shared area create some unified experiences/
collaborative approaches that equitably enhance
each site’s value in light of the challenges and
opportunities of conservation in the 21st Century
and beyond?” Teams suggested the creation of
informal regional planning teams that collaborate
across jurisdictions, working in ethical spaces,
and educating the public and agencies on the
value of Indigenous Protected and Conserved
Areas and sharing success stories, such as the
cultural gardens at Fort Rodd Hill.

Revealing, Connecting, and
Transforming a Pan-Canadian
Community of Park Leaders*
*definitions of park and
leaders may vary
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12

Mount Royal
University
Research
Assistants

CPCIL Impact Statistics
$125,000

2

External Donations

Graduate
Students

$147,000

Park Leaders
Mentorship
Program

18

Participants in Pilot
Mentorship Cohort

232

Park Leaders
Network Members

Revenue Generated

$9,000

Spent with Indigenous Partners

1st Thursday Webinar
12

Webinars
Hosted

2,380

Participants

Collaborating Universities

300+

Organizations
Attended

Adapting to Covid-19
COVID-19 and the restrictions on face-to-face
workshops drove the CPCIL team to consider
how we might remove barriers to connecting
and transforming more parks and protected
areas leaders even considering current travel
and funding limitations.
After reviewing opportunities and successes
over the past two years, the Canadian Parks
Council (CPC) and the Canadian Parks
Collective for Innovation and Leadership
(CPCIL) are pleased to present a revised
suite of programs and services to support
effective and equitable leadership for the entire
parks and protected areas community. These
programs include:
Park Leaders Development Program
Apply transformative leadership to complex
park leadership issues and co-create a
supportive pan-Canadian leadership community
across jurisdictions. During COVID-19, this
applied leadership program centers on a twoweek eResidency with online guest presenters,
breakout workshops, and service-learning
projects mixed with independent real-world

PARK LEADERS
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM
Transformative Leadership
Shared Issues
Team Learning
Cohort Based
Experiential
20 Participants
8 Months
100 Hours
Programs
generate
content for
services
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Park Leaders Accelerator Program
Apply leadership tools and share ideas
with others to make progress on a complex
challenge or opportunity. This online program
begins with a self-assessment of a current
issue park leaders are facing, sharing and
applying various approaches, exchanging ideas
with peers, and presenting to a leaders’ panel
for feedback.
Park Leaders Primers
Explore and connect with other leaders on
a selection of key topics affecting parks in
Canada. Over two months, participate in
approximately 10 hours of self-directed online
exploration of case studies and dialogue with
colleagues. Topics for 2020 include Social
Capital, Inclusion, and Current Responses to
COVID-19.

ALUMNI EARN CREDITS WITH SERVICE
PARK LEADERS
ACCELERATOR

PARK LEADER
PRIMERS

STANDALONE
COURSES

Design Thinking
Individual Problem
Peer Feedback
Expert Panel

Self-Directed
Three Topics per Year
Peer Interaction

Facilitated
Specialized Topics
Run by Affiliated
Universities

24 Participants
6 Months
30 Hours

24 Participants
1½ Months
10 Hours Each

10-20 Participants
1½ Months
40 Hours

Services
inform
programs

CPCIL SERVICES
Innovation and
Collaboration Forum
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tasks to explore concepts in your own area
(“field trips together but separately”).

Training and
Resource
Inventory

Parks & Protected
Areas Research
Network
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Student Learning &

In February I had the opportunity to represent
IES at the GLOBE 2020 Sustainability Summit.
This Summit brought together leaders from government, industry, non-profits, and academia.
Having the opportunity to exchange ideas and
engage with leaders in my field was exciting
and highlighted the level of academic rigour
required to succeed at IES.

Opportunities

Looking to the Future
While I am excited about the opportunities and
challenges the next year presents, my time
with IES has already focused my attention on a
Graduate degree.

Alumni Feature
Jorden Dye

My current work with Dr. Van der Byl examining
Environment, Social, and Governance (ESG)
disclosure in the oil & gas and finance industries brought together my various research
interests. The project inspired me to pursue an
academic path focusing on sustainable finance.

and engaging with the current sustainability
challenges.

Mount Royal University Student

Joining IES

As an Alumni of Mount Royal University and
a former research assistant, IES has been an
integral part of my life over the last four years.
I began as a research assistant in 2016 after
taking sustainable business courses through
my degree.

As a recent graduate starting my first post-university job in my field was an amazing moment.
This moment was only enhanced by the opportunity to join the team at IES. Since I joined IES
as Program Administrator in the Fall of 2019
I have had the opportunity to help advance
research, organize and execute events, and
manage the backend of a vibrant organization.

Sustainability has always been an important
concept in my life. As a child, I grew up on a
placer gold mine in the Yukon Territory. My
father always took pride in the development of
a zero discharge system. The knowledge that it
is possible to achieve both financial and environmental success has remained a core tenet
throughout my education.
From the beginning, my work at IES has challenged me to think critically and embrace complexity. The first large project I worked on examined the interactions between carbon taxes
and emission intense trade-exposed industries.
This project led me to closely examine Alberta’s
oil and gas industry and the broad literature
on carbon taxation. The project culminated
in a presentation at ASAC 2017 an academic
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A highlight of the last year has been my work
with the Canadian Parks Collective for Innovation and Leadership (CPCIL). From organizing
Leadership Retreats to helping to host the
monthly Webinars, I have had the opportunity
to help develop an amazing initiative from the
ground up. Working with CPCIL has exposed
me to the world of Parks and Protected areas.

Without the research skills I have developed at
IES I would not have the confidence or experience to pursue this path. Particularly the opportunity to conduct and present original research
in my undergraduate degree has been highly
beneficial.
I want to thank both Dr. Van der Byl and Dr.
Carruthers Den Hoed for the support and encouragement over the last year as I have entered into my role with IES and CPCIL.

conference in Montreal.
A consistent theme throughout the research I
have conducted at IES is the challenges and
opportunities associated with the energy transition. The skills and knowledge I have developed
at IES have proved invaluable in understanding
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Student Spotlight
Murdoch Mckinnon
Environmental science is a wide, multidisciplinary field which seeks to explain and
understand ecosystems and the complex
interaction between ecosystems and people. As
a student in the discipline, I have been fortunate
to have had many hands-on experiences out
in the field, in the lab, and in the classroom.
Among these, my time at the IES stands out
for broadening my perspective beyond science
and into the connections between sustainability,
business and policy. I have worked on several
IES projects which have taken me from the
depths of corporate sustainability reports to

beautiful Quebec City for the annual Canadian
Parks Conference. I have also spent a summer
conducting urban wetland research in Calgary
on a project funded in part by the IES. Each
of these experiences have given me an
opportunity to bring my scientific knowledge to
the table, and to explore how science can be
used to inform business practices, government
policy and regulation, and practical ecosystem
and resource management. Essentially, I have
been afforded an opportunity to fit the science I
study into the broader context of sustainability,
understanding the complex perspectives and
ideologies surrounding the use of scientific data
and decision making in everyday practice.
Understanding the context within which science
is used in our communities and societies is in
part what inspired me to pursue a Master’s of
Science at the University of Waterloo, assessing
the feasibility of a novel restoration technique to
return well pads in the boreal forest to naturally
functioning peatland ecosystems. Through my
experience analyzing oil and gas sustainability
reports at the IES, I have come to realize the
challenging economic and technical realities of
reclamation and restoration in western Canada,
and the need for more affordable and practical
means of giving industrial sites back to the land.
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Understanding the challenges regulators and
companies come up against when setting and
meeting reclamation standards has inspired me
to contribute to the existing body of knowledge
in the field, informing new best practices going
forward. The experience I gained conducting
urban wetland research has also given me the
practical skills necessary to conduct field work
at our northern Alberta research site, where I
am conducting hydrologic tests and collecting
soil and water samples for physical and nutrient
analyses.
Without the field experience and project
management skills afforded by this opportunity,
the transition into graduate field research would
have involved a much steeper learning curve.
As well, through my involvement in facilitating
a CPCIL/IES pre-conference workshop at the
Canadian Parks Conference, I am entering
my graduate studies with greatly increased
confidence in my abilities to disseminate
technical scientific findings to both interested
peer audiences and the general public.
Because of this confidence I believe my
graduate research will have a higher impact,
reaching a broad audience of interested
stakeholders.

My involvement in IES projects has also given
me increased confidence in the technical
knowledge developed during my undergraduate
degree, because I frequently drew upon my
background to put research findings into
context, and to help inform our research goals
and objectives. In particular, I was able to use
my environmental science background to inform
criteria used to better assess the reliability,
consistency, and utility of sustainability
reporting materials to investment firms, general
audiences, employees, and government
regulators. Without a doubt, being involved with
the IES has given me strong research skills,
confidence in my technical knowledge, and
research dissemination skills I would not have
otherwise been able to develop through an
undergraduate program alone. These skills will
carry forward into my Master’s studies, making
my research more relevant and compelling
to those who may use it in everyday practice.
I am also leaving the IES and Mount Royal
with a more complete picture of the world of
sustainability, and how my work fits within it.
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The Future of
Fashion
How COVID-19
changed the
industry

such as Dior, Gucci, Burberry, Prada and more,
repurposed their production facilities to make
masks and other PPE supplies at the height of
the pandemic. These supplies were donated to
medical workers on the front line. Furthermore,
while unable to attend Paris Fashion Week,
Louis Vuitton launched a digital showroom
that allowed fashion enthusiasts to view and
order designs remotely. This was a particularly
well-received idea, as the hefty price tag of
a Fashion Week admittance was no longer a
hinderance. The idea also received praise for
its environmental impact. An Ordre report states
that travel to Paris Fashion Week is responsible
for 28% of all fashion-related carbon emissions.

per cent in China, 5 to 20 per cent across
Europe, and 30 to 40 per cent in the United
States. Forbes predicts that it will be the
independent brands – those who have had
to rely on authenticity and sustainability in
order to make a name for themselves – that
emerge successful if they continue to play their
cards right. Take Calgary clothing companies
Madame Premier and Sophie Grace, who
collaborated with each other and local artist
Mandy Stobo, to release four limited edition
T-shirts that feature artistic portraits of Alberta’s

And this isn’t the only case where Alberta chief
health minister Deena Hinshaw has emerged
as a fashion icon. After Hinshaw appeared
on TV in March wearing a charcoal grey halfsleeve dress patterned with the periodic table of
elements, viewers everywhere just had to have
one. The dress had been released by British
Columbia company Smoking Lily but was taken
out of production six months prior. Smoking Lily
saw the increased demand as an opportunity to
reintroduce the dress and donate 10 per cent

Where Louis Vuitton fell short, however, was in
regard to their price hike. Although the company
saw a sales growth of 50% in China in early
April, they decided to raise prices in the United
States and Europe. They are not the only
When the world shut down mid-March, it shut
down quickly. One day was business as usual, ones – Chanel has also increased the price of
and then like dominoes, companies closed their leather goods between 5% and 17% due to the
doors indefinitely, having employees work from increased cost of certain raw materials. Critics
admonish such decisions, saying that fashion
home, or laying them off entirely. The question
luxury brands are capitalizing off of those who
that seemed to be at the front of everyone’s
mind: “When will the world get back to normal?” cope with inactivity through lavish spending.

By: Kendall Bistran

When high-end brands can cost the consumer
The fashion industry in particular has taken a
large hit. In fact, they were already suffering. A thousands of dollars, and the covid-era
McKinsey & Co study revealed that the average market has switched to millennials as primary
customers (a fourth of those aged 18 to 34
market capitalization of apparel, fashion, and
predicted an increase in their spending), it
luxury players dropped almost 40 per cent
between the start of January and March 24, 2020 will be the brands who have highest social
media presence and consumer interaction
due to disrupted financial markets, upended
supply chains, and crushed consumer demand who stand out above the rest. Social media
across the global economy. According to a surveychallenges became a trend, starting when
French fashion label Jacquemes launched
published by Optimum, roughly 38% of adults
intend to spend less on fashion and luxury items an Instagram campaign where they asked
followers to recreate the brands iconic
due to the burdens of the global pandemic.
asymmetric heels using household items with
The quick and unprecedented global crisis of
COVID-19 rendered business plans useless and the hashtag #JacquemusAtHome. Other brands
left the players of fashion wondering: where do and designers, such as Alexander Wang and
Christopher John Rogers, quickly followed suit.
we go from here?
The shift to digital spending will be deeply
When COVID-19 first hit the industry, it was
high-end brand Louis Vuitton who started at the crucial for big brands, but will it be enough?
front of the pack. They, along with other brands Even online sales have declined 15 to 25
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chief health officer Dr. Deena Hinshaw, B.C.’s
chief health officer Dr. Bonnie Henry, Toronto’s
chief health officer Dr. Eileen de Villa, and
Canada’s chief health officer Dr. Theresa
Tam. The shirts align with Madame Premier’s
core values of supporting increased diversity
and inclusion of women in politics. “We had
a tremendous response,” explains Madame
Premier founder, Sarah Elder-Chamanara. “We
did one round and had to cut it off because
the responses were so high. At the time it
was really overwhelming. I had just lost my
childcare, and to take on the project was a lot,
but the demand was so intense that we decided
to do a second round and cut it off after that. To
be honest, I think people might still be ordering
them if I hadn’t.” Net proceeds of the shirts,
which ended up amounting to $27,000, were
donated to charities in the doctors’ province.

of the proceeds to the Mustard Seed Church in
Victoria, B.C.
According to consultants at McKinsey & Co, the
COVID-19 crisis has left consumer with little
interest in flaunting in-your-face bling. Andrea
Felsted writes, “What is perceived as unethical
behavior — or simply ugly consumerism —
could turn off customers, especially younger
shoppers who are particularly conscious of
brands’ social values.” A way to avoid being
seen in this light would be to donate masks or
give a percentage of profits to a good cause,
much like Madame Premier, Sophie Grace and
Smoking Lily did. “If anything, it [covid] has
made me more vocal to speak out on issues
that are important to me and to people who
belong to the Madame Premier community,”
says Elder-Chamanara. This is why, in light of
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recent events, Madame Premier has already
started their next collaboration with Operation
Black Vote Canada, in which the proceeds
of two new shirts will be donated to the
organization that encourages and helps Black
people in Canada run for office.
While it is important to understand the values of
the modern consumer, the fashion itself cannot
be ignored. Prior to COVID-19, streetwear
masks had begun to emerge along with large
coats and heavy boots as an apocalyptic trend,
particularly popularized when teen Grammywinner Billie Eilish donned a sparkly patterned
face mask to match her oversized Gucci look
at the award ceremony. Yes, masks are a
good fit for the younger crowd, but will not be a
sustainable means of income for luxury fashion.
While there is currently a high demand for nonmedical masks, disposability is the enemy of
high fashion. Customers want a product they
can enjoy again and again, and moreover, many
do not want to be reminded of a large-scale
disaster.

Read The Full Story

Accessibility in Parks: CPCIL Student Experience
By Melissa Rolfe
In a story by MRU Communications Carruthers Den Hoed said Upshall and Johnson were successful as research assistants right from their first week in Victoria. “You could really see the value
of what they were getting out of this but also what they were giving to the process,” he says, noting they got a standing ovation for their work in Victoria. “It was really exciting to see them speak
truth to power.”

Research Assistant Kendall Bistretzan

I’ve been a research assistant with the Institute
for Environmental Sustainability since June. The
research and writing ties in with the skills I’ve
learned throughout my journalism degree and
McKinsey & Co suggest that big fashion houses will continue to benefit me as I enter my fourth
should shift their focus to apparel that can be
and final year of the program at Mount Royal
accessorized with masks or adapt products to
University.
changing needs. Ideas include large sun visors
to enforce social distancing or extended jacket The main focus of my position has been on
collars that can double as face coverings.
the reputation of oil and gas. I was born and
The fact is, the modern world has never faced
anything like the COVID-19 global pandemic,
meaning that while experts can predict the
future of the fashion industry, nothing can be
certain. Consumers can help by supporting
small, local brands. That cute store in your
downtown area probably has curbside pickup,
and your favourite boutique likely has an online
store now. These purchases will not give more
money to the rich, but will rather help owners
like Elder-Chamara, who are enacting socially
conscious, sustainable, creative ways to stay
afloat. There is no better time for consumers to
take a hard look at their values and invest in the
brands they align with.
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raised in Saskatchewan, and all I knew about
the industry was what my parents casually
spoke of at the dinner table from time to time. Of
course, it is a topic I would soon learn is at the
forefront of much debate in Alberta. As such, I
was thrilled to have the opportunity to immerse
myself in the subject. As a journalist, I value
having all angles of information in order to make
an informed opinion. I also saw it as a step
towards becoming a true Albertan. What has
been most fascinating to me is not the content
itself, but rather the biases with which some
journalists write. Reading countless articles from
different media publications has shown areas
where objectivity falls short, and has made me
more aware of my own biases, and how they
may present themselves in my work.

As a result of this experience, both Johnson and Upshall are now planning careers in parks management, and each got some legitimate job leads from the parks professionals they met in Victoria, just in time for graduation this year. An experience like this is not something the students ever
thought they’d get as undergrads.
“I am so grateful to have been chosen as a research assistant for CPCIL,” says Johnson, noting
that the experience was “transformational” and had a huge impact on her perspectives and goals.
“As an undergraduate student, there are not many opportunities like CPCIL.”
Upshall adds that the opportunity to contribute to work of this kind has been “above and beyond”
what she thought she’d be able to do as an undergraduate student.
“This opportunity is so unique and so special,” she says. “I would have jumped at this opportunity
for the experience alone, which has incredible, innate and life-changing value. I cannot believe
that on top of the experience it offered, I was also valued for my time,”.
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Community Engagement

multi-year study of Shorefast, a social
enterprise on Fogo Island, that shows how
leaders invite employees to engage with
complex paradoxical ideas on their terms
while offering guidance, giving confidence and
encouraging reflection. This approach leads to
shifts that foster an organization’s capability for
navigating complexity.

She then showed how this research inspired
a practitioner model: The PLACE model of
community development.
This event was well attended with 26 faculty,
students, and external guests. Our cohosts
were the Bissett School of Business and the
Institute for Community Prosperity.

Events
Speaker Series
Throughout the year IES hosts a speaker series to provide intimate discussions on current sustainability topics for students and faculty. This year we were excited to host a range of distinguished presenters on campus. The goal of the speaker series is to engage the campus community in an inspiring and open dialogue to advance sustainability solutions.

Back to the Woods: Shakespeare, Trees, Bodies
Dr. Vin Nardizzi
IES supported via Dr. Kenna Olsen

Navigating Complexity: The PLACE model of Social Enterprise

February 11, 2020

Dr. Natalie Slawinski

In “Back to the Woods,” Nardizzi revisited
the core idea of his book project, which
explored the surprising connections among
Shakespeare’s theatre, drama set “in the
woods,” and an environmental crisis that
propagandists claimed would lead to an ecopolitical collapse — an unprecedented scarcity
of wood and timber. Nardizzi proposed that,
in performance, the material woodenness
of theatre could have activated such
environmental anxiety and temporarily mitigated
it.

January 17, 2020
Dr. Natalie Slawinski is an Associate Professor
of Strategic Management at the Faculty of
Business, Memorial University of Newfoundland.
Her research focuses on understanding
sustainability, temporality and paradoxes in
organizations. Dr. Slawinski is the Academic
Director of the MBA in Social Enterprise and
Entrepreneurship and serves as a Research
Fellow at the Cambridge University Judge
Business School’s Centre for Social Innovation.
Presenting both the academic study and the
practitioner framework, Natalie will showcased
how to cross the theory/practice divide.
Natalie presented findings from an in-depth
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bodies and the wooden stage.
Vin Nardizzi is Associate Professor of English
Language and Literatures at the University of
British Columbia. He has published Wooden
Os: Shakespeare’s Theatres and England’s
Trees (Toronto 2013) and is completing a new
book called “Marvellous Vegetables: Plants
and the Poetry of Description in the English
Renaissance.” With Tiffany Jo Werth, he has
recently published Premodern Ecologies in
the Modern Literary Imagination (Toronto 2019).

In this talk, he looked at some moments in
Shakespeare’s plays not discussed in his
book Wooden Os to think further about some
possible eco-material relations between actors’
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SSHRC Knowledge Mobilization Workshop:
Dr. Jill Bueddefeld
Dr. Elizabeth Halpenny
IES supported via Dr. Barbara McNicol

March 8, 2020
This workshop tackled some of the challenges
with translating academic knowledge into
practical and useful information. Using a
storytelling approach, faculty and students
explored the best practices in case studies
relating to parks, protected areas, and
conservation research.
Dr. Bueddefeld helped researchers navigate
the digital world, and provided attendees with
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tangible examples of creative and engaging
ways to make research relevant. Attendees
brought original research and worked with
presenters to craft a research story.
Throughout the workshop case studies
ranging from polar bear conservation to social
psychology were presented to help attendees
explore concrete examples of knowledge
translation.
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Collaboration Events
Building Aboloition

Energy Dialogues: City Series
June 18, 2019

Canada’s Leadership Potential

In 2019 Mount Royal through IES worked with
the University of Calgary as academic partners
for the 2019 Calgary Energy Dialogues. Over
344 participants attended the event held at the
downtown campus for the University of Calgary.

The event highlighted the potential for Canada
to lead in a variety of energy and sustainable
development areas. The need for long term
strategic planning at both a government and
industry level was consistently highlighted. As
was the variety of options that are available for
Canada during the energy transition.

The Energy Dialogues series brings together
a diverse group of voices and perspectives to
engage in a productive discussion on timely
issues. Panellists from the University of Alberta,
Stanford University, Schlumberger Canada,
Canada West Foundation, First Nations Major
Projects Coalition, Environmental Defense
Fund, and Clean Energy spoke throughout the
day.
The event highlighted a variety of topics for a
panel discussion and round table breakouts.
The topics included changing consumer
patterns, building partnerships for sustainable
development, Canadian infrastructure, and the
future of natural gas and liquefied natural gas in
Canada.

New Consumer Outlook
Participants were in general agreement that
consumer demands will shape the future of
the energy industry. However, the groups
suggested that two types of energy consumers
would be dominant with differing emission
profiles. Transitioning consumers would
increasingly seek low-GHG energy sources
in the developed world while new consumers
would be accessing energy as a new
commodity in the developing world.

A Critical Prison Studies Conference
September 19, 2019
IES involvement via Dr. Ada Jaarsma

Hosted at the Banff Center in collaboration with Mount Royal University, the University of Alberta,
the Kule Institute this conference presented a critical examination of issues in the prison system.
The event focused on marginalized perspectives in the prison system.
Presentations examined the experience of women, Indigenous people, and the LGBTQ+
community within prisons. The intersectional examination of prisons further included the
environmental perspective for prison reform.

New Generation of Leaders:
Challenges, Concerns, and Innovation in the Era of Coronavirus
IES Director Dr. Connie Van der Byl moderated a discussion between four prominent students from North American Universities. The
discussion focused on the student’s perceptions of the challenges
the pandemic exposed.
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Plastic Paradise Screening

International Women’s Day

February 26, 2020

March 6, 2020

IES involvement via Dr. Ruth Pickett-Seltner

Mount Royal University hosted this year’s International Women’s Day symposium bringing
together students, alumni, and Calgary civic leaders.

In partnership with Ruth Pickett-Seltner,
Natalie Meisner, and Plastic Free YYC, IES
co-hosted a screening of the documentary
Plastic Paradise. The event was a
combination of Art and Science that allowed
guests to understand how plastic pollution
is driven at a local level and the global
cumulative impact.

The full-day event provided attendees with panels, presentations, and workshops designed to help
women succeed. Workshops included subjects such as “Making mentorship work for you” and
“Awkward! Making your way through difficult conversations” providing participants with actionable
advice.
IES is proud to collaborate in Mount Royal University’s efforts to support and promote
opportunities for women on and off-campus. We commend Dr. Rachael Pettigrew from the Bissett
School of Business for her leadership on this event.

We are grateful for the presentation of
an original poem by former Calgary Poet
Laureate Micheline Maylor and an interactive
art piece where guests were encouraged
to write a note to their plastic water bottles.
The combination of art and science allowed
guests to engage with the topic from multiple
perspectives.
The event included information booths from
Plastic Free YYC, the City of Calgary, MRU
Waste Management, and Canary Goods. The
information booths served to show guests how
they could make a meaningful impact in their
sustainability journies.
Over 60 people attended the screening
and lightning panel. The lively engagement
during the Q&A is a testament to the
enthusiasm at Mount Royal for finding and
delivering actionable solutions to the current
sustainability challenge.
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World Wetland
Day Symposium
IES Leadership via Dr. Felix Nwaishi

The World wetland day symposium offers a
unique opportunity for Mount Royal students
to directly engage with academic experts
and industry leaders. With representatives
from 72 organizations in attendance, the
symposium highlights Mount Royal’s work
in becoming the hub for wetland research in
Alberta.
Wetlands are very vital habitats that support
several ecological processes, which
sustain ecosystem health and a functional

220

Attendees

72

Organizations Joined
the Symposium
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IES In The News
Read the Full Story
environment. World wetlands day (WWD) is
celebrated on the 2nd of February each year,
to mark the protection of wetlands under the
Ramsar Convention. Events to celebrate
WWD are hosted around the world, with the
aim of gathering wetland stakeholders to
discuss wetland conservation under a global
theme, which is usually selected by Wetlands
International.
In 2019, the Institute for Environmental
Sustainability (IES) at Mount Royal University
introduced an initiative to create a hub for
wetland sustainability knowledge exchange in
Alberta, by gathering key stakeholder in wetland
science, policy development, and practice in
Alberta and across western Canada to join
the global celebration of WWD. To celebrate
WWD 2020 IES partnered with Canada’s Oil
Sands Innovation Alliance (COSIA) to host the
symposium on the 4th of February 2020.

This year, Canada’s Oil Sands Innovation Alliance (COSIA) co-hosted the symposium.
COISA is an alliance of oil sands producers focused on accelerating the pace of
improvement in environmental performance in Canada’s oil sands through collaborative
action and innovation.
The alliance, launched in 2012, brings together leading thinkers from industry, government,
academia and the wider public to improve measurement, accountability and environmental
performance for oil sands greenhouse gases, land, water and tailings.
“COSIA is excited to co-host this event and share highlights from some of the wetlandsrelated work our members are advancing,” said Jack O’Neill, COSIA’s Director for the Land
Environmental Priority Area. “Wetlands are a pivotal component of the pre- and post-oil
sands operations landscapes. Our members remain focused on finding solutions that
minimize environmental impacts on wetlands and progressing wetland reclamation best
practices. Our project portfolio continues to evolve with additional wetland-focused projects
every year.”
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Engagement Events
GLOBE 2020
Oxford Saïd Business School
2019 Reputation Symposium
August 30, 2019
IES involvement via Dr. Connie Van der Byl

The Annual Reputation Symposium hosted by Oxford has become an internationally recognized
leader in the interdisciplinary exploration of reputation. In 2019 IES Director Dr. Van der Byl
travelled to Oxford to participate in a panel on brand activism.

Natural Resource Summit
Calgary Chamber of Commerce
October 6, 2019
The Calgary Chamber of Commerce as a member of the Canadian Global Cities Council hosted
the Natural Resources Summit. The goal of the summit was to generate a conversation on how
Canada can become a world-leading natural resource developer and engage in the fight to avert
climate change. Through IES, four students and four faculty were able to attend the Summit.
The summit focused on the ability of collaboration and innovation to address sustainability
tensions. The current collaboration was highlighted as moving beyond firm-to-firm partnerships
and address growing involvement in meaningful Indigenous collaboration.
The summit successfully articulated the need to increase the amount of “and” conversations
we have. In contrast to either energy or sustainability, the summit focused attendees on driving
energy and sustainability conversations throughout the country.
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Sustainability Summit
February 10-13, 2020
The GLOBE 2020 Sustainability Summit was
hosted in Vancouver, Canada. The event
brought together global leaders in sustainability
from government, industry, and academia.
A major focus of this year’s conference was
the transition to a low-carbon economy and
how this transition would impact Canada. From
industry to the government a consensus has
emerged that despite the challenges, Canada
is poised to take advantage of the tremendous
opportunities the energy transition offers.
Events such as the GLOBE Sustainability
Summit offer IES the opportunity to engage with
the broader sustainability community, promote
our research, and identify areas of increased
interest. Further, the opportunity to directly
engage with industry members from across the
globe highlighted the impact and potential reach

of our research efforts.
Workshops and breakout sessions focusing on
net-zero oil and gas brought together industry
members and representatives with academics
and policymakers to chart a path for a net-zero
future.
The growing power of youth activists was
highlighted throughout the Summit. Younger
generations continue to push for a more
sustainable world. From global activists to
local Canadian Youth challenging the status
quo, GLOBE 2020 showcased the passion and
experience in younger generations.
Participation at events such as the GLOBE
2020 Summit is key to promoting and
strengthening the research and scholarship
conducted through IES.
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Publications and Presentations
Book Chapters
Boschman, R. (2020). Climate Snap: At the Sign of the White Flower. In Critical Zones Catalogue.
MIT Press Publishing.
Boschman, R. (2020). Uranium City Series on Abandonment, Two Field Trips. In Critical Zones
Catalogue. MIT Press Publishing.
Senese, D., Hull, J., and McNicol, B. (2019) “Ectopian mobilities: Terroir-driven tourism and migration in British Columbia,Canada”, Jacquelin Dutton and Peter J. Howland (Eds. ) in Wine, Terroir
and Utopia, Making New Worlds. Routledge, Studies of Gastronomy, Food and Drink, New York
(ISBN 978-1-138-58814-1).
Van der Byl, C., Slawinski, N., & Hahn, T. (2020). Responsible management of sustainability tensions: A paradoxical approach to grand challenges. In Research Handbook of Responsible Management. Edward Elgar Publishing.

Journal Publications
Das, A., and McFarlane, A. (2020). Remittances and disaggregated energy consumption in Bangladesh. International Review of Economics, 67, 251-268.
Fluker, S., Paskey, J., & Balaton, F. L. (2019). Funding environmental projects with regulatory
prosecutions: Transparency and accountability in creative environmental sentencing. Journal of
Environmental Law and Practice, 32(3), 243-272.

Reports

Presentations
Das, A., and McFarlane, A. (2020). Remittances and disaggregated energy consumption in Bangladesh. Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Southwestern Social Science Association Fall
2019. San Diego, USA.
Hamilton, L. K., Murray, S., & Dau, M. (2019, November). Learning from the voices of South Sudanese migrants in Alberta. In L. Hamilton Understanding and fostering the resettlement of migrants
from Africa. Workshop presented at Pathways to Prosperity 2019 National Conference, Toronto,
ON.
Hamilton, L.K., Murray, S., & Tut Jock, P. (2020, February). Sharing the messages we heard from
the South Sudanese community in Calgary. Community presentation/event for the South Sudanese community in Calgary. Calgary, AB.
Hamilton, L.K., Murray, S., & Dau, M. (2020, March. Cancelled due to Covid-19). Understanding
the experiences of racialized newcomer youth in Calgary and Brooks. In L. Hamilton Newcomer
Youth and Resilience in Alberta and Manitoba. Workshop accepted to be presented at National
Metropolis Conference, Winnipeg, MB.
McNicol, B., Hull, J., Esua, D., Brown, A., and Schneider, J. (2019). Wine Resilience, Mobilities
and Lifestyle: Selling the Okanagan Winescape in the Anthropocene., 2019 International Wine
and Health Summit, University of California at Davis.
McNicol, B., and Schneider, J. (2019) “Mobility, Sustainability
andWine Landscapes in Agricultural Economies: The Okanagan Valley Region of British
Columbia”. Student Research Days, Mount Royal University, Calgary, Alberta.
Slawinski, N., Van der Byl, C. & Smith, W. (2020). Paradox Intensification: Navigating coopetition
in industry-wide alliance formation, Academy of Management, Vancouver British, Columbia virtual
conference
Swallow, M. (2019). Invasive earthworm effects on soil mesofauna and soil aggregation in a prairie ravine valley forest. Canadian Society of Soil Science Meeting, Saskatoon, Canada.
Varella, P. (2019). The influence of Environmental Governance on Corporate Decision Making: A
Socially Situated Agency Model. Presented at ABIS conference. University of St. Petersburg.

Dunmade (2020) A Study on the Awareness and Adoption of Circular Economy Practices in Calgary’s Furniture and Allied Products’ Manufacturing Industry. Mount Royal University.
Stange, C., Dye, J. & Van der Byl, C. (2019) Calgary Energy Dialogues 2019 Summary Report for
City Series, Energy Dialogues LLC.
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IES Leadership

Dr. Connie Van der Byl
Director

Dr. Dorothy Hill
Interim Assistant Director

Dr. Don Carruthers Den Hoed
Senior Fellow & Manager of CPCIL

Jorden Dye
Program Administrator

Dr. Van der Byl is an Associate Professor in the
Bissett School of Business teacheing courses
in strategy and sustainability. Her research
interests focus on organizations and their
strategic responses to sustainability issues.
Connie has served as Director of Mount
Royal University’s Institute for Environmental
Sustainability (IES) since 2016. She is a fellow
with the Energy Futures Lab and a member
of Global Affairs Canada Environmental
Assessment Advisory Group.

Dorothy served as Interim Assistant Director
during Dr. Barb McNicol’s sabbatical. She is an
Associate Professor in the Biology Department,
an elected councillor of the Canadian Society
of Ornithologists/Société des ornithologistes du
Canada, and a Professional Biologist.

Dr. Don Carruthers Den Hoed combines
26 years of leadership in Provincial Parks
interpretation, inclusion, and management
with research focused on the mental health
and well-being benefits of inclusive nature
experiences, interdisciplinary research in parks
and protected areas, transformative learning
and leadership in parks, and the role of
protected areas in the Anthropocene.

Jorden joined the institute in October 2019
as the Program Administrator after working
as a Research Assistant throughout his
undergraduate degree. He is a recent graduate
of Mount Royal’s Bissett School of Business
with a Bachelor of Business Administration in
General Management with Minors in Business
and Society, Entreprenurship, and Marketing.
Jorden research interests include corporate
sustainability, environmental social, and
governance reporting, and sustainable fiannce.
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Dorothy’s research interests include the
conservation of grassland-obligate bird
species and the contribution of citizen science
to conservation efforts. She has served as
an advisor, reviewer, and/or author for the
International Union for the Conservation
of Nature, Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada, Alberta
Conservation Association (Alberta Wildlife
Status Reports), and Saskatchewan Prairie
Conservation Action Plan.

As Senior Fellow and Manager of the
Canadian Parks Collective for Innovation and
Leadership, Carruthers Den Hoed facilitates
knowledge sharing and generates relationships
among Canada’s complex network of federal,
provincial, and territorial park agencies - as
well as with community, Indigenous, and
academic collaborators.
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